
From the Skalsumer Pietje family

Correct udders

Red factor carrier

Homozygous polled

Gazelle 55
(great-great-granddam of Alexis rc (PP))

783459 • Alexis PP RF
Atomic PP x Plegde x View-Home Powerball-P •
aAa: 213
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BULL INFORMATION

Name Alexis PP RF

Herdbook number FR 7654100244

A.I.-code 783459

aAa code 213

colour ZB

Breed 100% HF

 

Date of birth 2019-06-24

Kappa Casein AA

Beta Casein A1/A1

Cow family Pietje

Straw colour transparent

Atomic Pp 

Apoll P Red 

Royalty 514 

Ippera P  

1LA 287d 8259kg 4.47% 3.58%
VG 86

Plegde 

Ignatia  

LA2/2 305d 10061kg 4.07% 3.73%
HL2 305d 12298kg 4.08% 3.71%
VG 87

Alexis (PP) rf (Atomic x Pledge x Powerball) was born in France, but has Dutch origins. Namely with the Skalsumer Pietje
family, that also produced the breeding bulls Sunny Boy and Jorryn. Alexis (PP) rf is a homozygous polled bull (all his
descendants are born polled) and he carries the red factor. 

Alexis (PP) inherited the red factor from his sire Atomic PP (Apoll P x Fageno) a bull who is also homozygous polled.
Breeding bull Atomic passes on plenty of milk and good secondary traits. His daughters have very good frames and a
slightly curved side view of the rear legs. The udders are very correct being firmly attached and compact in size. 

As we mentioned, the Pietje family is part of the maternal line of Alexis (PP) rf. This is an extremely productive, protein-rich
line, as proven by other members of this pedigree in the shape of breeding bulls Sunny Boy and Jorryn. The last
generations of cows from the Pietje family now go by a different name. They have arrived in France and carry a name
starting with the letter I. Here too, they excel in production and protein, among other things. These cows, just like the
Pietjes, have wonderful conformation. This is demonstrated by the maternal line of Alexis (PP) rf that lists - with the
exception of one generation - 10 generations of...
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